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1. Introduction

While explaiaing the behaviour of the observed correlograms
ofMercer and Hall [4] wheat data. Whittle [6, p. 443]' remarked in
his paper as follows :

'...we must recall that the observations are not point
observations of growth but integrated observations of the.
growth over an area. An integration such as this will
enhance the auto.-covariance, of .zero lag relative to the
others..."

Bartlett [2, p. 265] remarked that :

"...it is some times more reasonable to envisage a process
of continuous type from which discrete observations are
made..."

Whittle [6] and Patankar [5] analysed the wheat data by taking the
observations representing the growth over small rectangular plots
over which the yields are actually observed, as point observations of
growth at the centers of these rectangles coming from a discrete two
dimensional Stationary Stochastic process, assuming a theoretical
model for the auto-correlation function.

Here two important considerations arise when there are obser
vations at a discrete set of points:

(0 Are the data to be treated as coming from a two dimen
sional discrete process or as observations at discrete points
.ofa two dimensional continuous process ?

131. c The author has great pleasure torecord his thanks to Prof. M.S. Bartlett
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(I7) Are the observations to be treated as values at a point or
are they to be treated as representing the values of growth
over a small rectangular plot about this point as centre,
thereby constituting observations over a neighbourhood
ofit ? In the latter case, which is what actually obtains
in practice, how is this effect of integration to be accounted
for ?

In this paper an attempt is made in section 3 to obtain the
auto-correlation of the 'Integrated process' as explicitly specified in
section 2, in terms of the auto-correlation of the 'Basic process'
which is taken as a two dimensional Stationary Stochastic process.
Assuming that the auto-correlation p(s, t) ofthe 'Basic process' is
Pi ' ' Pa I' ' , corresponding to a two dimensional linear Markoff
Process an estimate and the standard error of the estimate of the
sample auto-correlation of lag {s, t) of the Integrated process are
obtained using the results from [1].

In section 4, the results of section 3 are applied to Mercer and
Hall wheat data to obtain estimates and standard errors of the
estimates ofthe sample auto-correlations oflags (1,0) of the Integrat
ed process assuming the theoretical model for p(j, 0 as pj I 1 pa' ' I ,
which is the one employed by Whittle and Patankar. The result
obtained in this paper which take into account the effect of integra
tion arecompared with the results obtained by the two authors who
did not take info account the effect of integration.

2. Preliminaries

2*1. Notation:

Let I (at, j) be a two dimensional LStationary Stochastic process
with mean zero, of the continuous parameters a; andy. Let the
process be continuous in the mean so that the integral of the process
has a meaning in the sense of Cramer. This process is hereafter re
ferred to as the 'Basic process'.

Let

Z{x,y) = 5 (m, v) du dv {h, k>Q)
X — y —

It is clear that Z (a:, y) is also a two dimensional Stationary Stocha
stic continuous parameter process. This process is hereafter referred
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to as the 'Integrated process* of the 'Basic process' ? {x, j*). The
theoretical and observed auto-correlations of lag (j, t) of the Basic
process and the associated Integrated process are denoted by p (s, t),
r (j, t). Pi (j, {) and R (j, t) respectively. (The formulae used for the
auto-correlations are those in [6]).

21. Lemmas ;

Lemma i. For | p | < I and A > 0
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If —h < s ^ 0 it is easily observed that a similar result is obtained
by replacing s in (2'2"2) by —s. Combining these two results we
obtain (2'2'1) for I s 1 <.A.
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which.on integration-gives ' .

If J ^ -h, it is seen that a result similar ^to (2-2-3) is obtained by
replacmg s by —j. Combining these two results we obtain f2*2'n
for I J I > A. ' ,

Lemma 2.

If pi(«)=

where | p 1 < 1, then

(0

' if IMI > 1
1 if M.= 0

U=—CO

and

...(2 2-4)

U.(2-2-5)

('•/) Pi(«-'̂ ) Pi("+5')=p'+''.{2X+X2f5+j'_2+ L±p!V
«=-co ^ ^ ^ 1-pV.

...(2-2-6)
for s and j' 0.

Proof:

(i) Using (2'2'4) and writing
•' . • <n •m •

,2 pi®(m)=I+2X2 S p?"
«=-=> «=i

it is easily seen that (2-2*5) follows.

(ii) Using (2-2-4), the left hand side.of (2-2-6) can be written as

^2p I 1+ I»+S' 1
a=— a u=—s'+l

+J X2pl«-^l +l«+ '̂l +2Xp^+"' ' •
«=j+l

By adding and subtracting 2XV"*"' tdX2-2-7) it becomes

- ;/=— 00

...(2 27)
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which by [1, (5'1)] is

from which (2'2'6) follows.

3. Main Results

In this section Pi (s, 0 is expressed in terms of pis, t). As_
Ris, t) is an unbiased and consistent estimate of Pi {s, 0, aconsistent
estimate <) of p(^, 0 is found-in-terms of/J(1, 0) and
assuming a theoretical model for p(s, 0 as Pi Pa • ^
standard error of R(s, t) in general and the errors of i?(l, 0) and
.R(G, 1) in particular ar& also worked out. -

If R(s, t) is a consistent estimate of Pi (s, t), then r(j^ t) would
be a consistent estimate of 0 and the asymptotic variance of
K^.Ocanbe worked out from that of i?(^. 0- Any asymptotic
efficiency prGper-ties-of 0 are carried.over to/•(>?, 0. •

31. Result on pi(s, 0 "•

Theorem 1: If Px (^, 0 and 0 are the auto-correlations of
lag (s,t) of the Integrated process and the Basic process-which is.
Stationary, then

h _k_
r 2 f 2

_^J
2 ~ 2

pi(5, 0=-

Proof:

Jl
2

h

' 2
/I k

• 2 • 2

h . k .

"2. """2

Jl
' 2

p{x-u,y-v) dxdydud'v

(3-1-1)

(){x—u, y—v) dxdydudv
T
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By putting J=0 and/=0 in the integral on the right side (3'l-2)
0^2'is obtained. Substituting this for o-^ '̂on the left hand side of
(3 1'2) and shifting the variables to a+J, a, and b it is easily
seen that (3-M) follows.

Theorem 2. If the auto-correlation of lag (j, 0 of the Basic
process is pj' I Pa''' , then the auto-correlation of the Integrated
process pi(j, t) is :

' ' (P2 '̂-2)+P2^~ I' 'Pi U I(p,ft-2)+Pi^- I^I
(log I Pi 1)2

2Ui- I 5 I )
log 1 Pi I .
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(log I Pa
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Jl
2 -P2 2,)2
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(3'l-3)

(log 1 Pi I )2 log I Pi 1 }{ (log 1P2 I log I Pa I J

(log ! Pi 1)2(log IPa 1)2'

for I J I >/! and | t | >fc,

k
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for 1 J I and | ri <k.

}{ (log 1Pa I )2 log I Pa I .

Proof'.

When p(j, O^Pi ' ' P2 ' '' numerator of(3-1-1) becomes
,+ i- ±.

dxdu l dyhv

, h h
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Employing (2-2-1) to each of the integrals ia (3-1'4) and considering
the four possible cases (0 1s \ <h, j t ] <k ; (») 1s [ | t \
•^k ; m 1^ l<ft, \t\'>k-, {iv) \s\>h, Ml </c the four
results in (3-1-3) are easily obtained.

Remark :

It is easilyT:oliced-1hat-pi(sr^) is continuous at the poii^t Qi, k)
also.

Corollary 1 :

If p(s, 0=Pi'^' P2 ''' and A=it=l, then

Pi(^, 0)= j flpj ' I for IJI>1, where ,)
11 for s=0

and

p,(0, 0= Jp. " I for III>1. where '=2,p,_l-|og | p, I)
ll tor 1-0 -(3'-6)]

In particular

Pi(l,0)=a; pi(0, 1)=6 ...(3-1-7)

Proof ;

By putting/=0 in (3-1-3) with \s[^l, and s=0 with 1M
>1, (3-1-5) and (3-1 6) follow. (3*I-7) follows by putting I and
r=l in(3-l-5)and(3'l-6).

Corollary 2 :

If p(^, 0=Pi P2'" 'then
Pi(5. 0=Pi(5.O)pXO, 0 , ...(3-I-8)

Proof-.

From (3* 1-4) it is obvious that the numerator and denominator
of(3-1-1) are products of (wo terms, each ofwhich reduces to pi (s, 0)
9nd pi(0, f), •
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3'2. Results on Estimation :

Theorem 3 : When the auto-correlation p(5, /) of the Basic
process is pi'''' p2''I , then consistent, estimates ri=r(l, 0),
r2=r(0, 1) of pi=p(l, 0) and p2=p(0, 1)are given by

and

. i?(i, 0)=pi(i, 0)=fl=~—iiizdl!
2(ri~i-log I /-i 1 j

i?(0, l)=Ji(0, ir-D'
2(r2-l-Jog \r^\)

...(3-2-1)

...(3-2-2j

Proof;

This follows from (3-I-7) and the fact that ri=r(l,0)and
r^^riO, 1) are taken as the estimates of p^ and p^.

3'3. Results of Standard Errors :

Discrete Parameter Case :

Theorem 4 : When the auto-correlation p(s, t) of lag (j, t) of
the Basic process is p^ I^I pa " I, then the variance of the sample
auto-correlation of lag (j, t) of the Integrated process is

Var , ^
(m- I j 1xn- in)

{(1+a^^V^ Î ' -%2^ " I-^^1+ )
\ i-pi'A 1-P2';

+ P,2"l-2[2.p,+«^(2|.I-2+j^:)"
X2bp,+b'̂ 2 ItI--2+-4abp,^ '' ' I/1 -3

X[2«p,+ a^( 151-2+j^^)][26p2+6^( It1-2+[^)];l
...(33-1)

Proof: '

It is seen from formula (4-1-3) of [1] that
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]
Var {i?(5, r)}

(m- 1J I )(K- I f I )

47

I I
U=—tD y=—CO

[l + 2pi^(j,0] Pi-'Cw.v)

I I-1- Li U pi(m-s, v-t) pi(M+5, v+0
//=s—CO 'V=—CO--

--4pi (J, 0S , £ pi(M, v) pi(M-5, v-t)
W=: CO V=—CO

...(3;3-2)

Employing (3-1-8), (31-5), (3-1-6), (2-2-5) and (2'2-6) of Lemma 2
and noting that Aof (2'2'4) is either a/pi or i/pa, it is easily seen that
after simplification (3'3'I) follows.

Corollary 3 :

Ifp(f, 0=pi'^' pj'l.then

Var{R(j, 0)}
1

(m- \ s \ )n

-2a,,+a'(2 | . | -2+

and

2 I 5 I -2
+ Pi

2 U 1 -2
-4flpi

Var {R{0, 0}
m(n-

+p,2l'l -^[26f.+S'(2 I,1-2+
I'I-'[2i.(..+i'(( ItI-2+i^;)](l+ f^,)}

...(3 3*4)

..(3-33)
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In particular

Var{R(I,0)) ~

...(3-3-5)
and

...(33-6)
Proof-.

Writing expressions similar to (3-3-2) with j=0 or r=0 and
employing (2;2-5) and (2'2-6) it is seen that (3-3-3) and (3-3-4) follow.
Further by putting j=1 and t= \ in (3.3.3). and (3-3-4) the results in
(3'3-3) and (3-3-6) are obtained.

Continuous Parameter Case :

Theorem 5 : If the auto-correlation p(5, t) of lag (y, t) of
the Basic process is Pi' ' pa' ^, the variances of the sample auto
correlations of lags(l,0) and (0, 1) are "

S'Kpi)'Var, {R(I, 0)}

and
. 9Pi .

Var {r(l, 0)} ...(3-3-7)

where-

Var{RiO, 1)} frT " ...(3-3-8)

^(P) (p-1)^

Proof :

Writing

"2(p-i-iogipiy

ir~l?
2(r-l-log 1r 1)

(3'2"2) that 8R==—Sr, (3"3'7) and (3 3 8) are obtained. -

For the variance ofr(I, 0) and r(0, 1) results from [1] are used
for observations at discrete points of time c.f. formulae (5*1*2) to
(5.1 ;4) oTB] and for'observations at continuous points of time (c.f.
fomulae (5-2-2) to (5-2-4) of [1]).

and noting (3-2-1) and
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4. Application to Mercer and Hall wheat data

Mercer and Plall wheat data relates to observations on the yield
of wheat on small rectangular plots each 11 ft. by 10-82 ft. arranged
in a rectangular block of 20 rows and 25 columns making atotal of
500 observations. This data was analysed and the auto-correlations for
different lags are given in Whittle [6, p. 443]. R(l, 0) and R(0, 1)
of the data which are 0.5252 and 0.2923 are taken by him as estimates
of Pi and p2 in the theoretical auto-correlation function Pi' ' Pa
he assumed. By removing a trend from West to East represented
approximately by

r=3"9485-0'019041 (Z-13)

where Yrepresents the expected mean yield in each column and Xis
an auxiliary variable taking values 1 to 25 corresponding to the
columns from West to East, Patankar obtained a modified data. He
then estimated the auto-correlation function Pi 1̂ ' P2' by taking
R(1 0) and R(0, 1) of this modified data which are 0'3094 and 0-1557
as the estimates of Pi and p^.' He stated that the estimates thus found
gave a satisfactory, fit to the modified data.

4*1. Estimate of the Auto-correlatioa Function :

By applying the results of Theorem 3, the auto-correlation func
tion is estimated as follows :

A (pi—
0-5252=R(l, 0)=pi(l, 0) = -7 ^ and

2(pi—1-log

A r 1

0'2923=R(0, l)=pi (0, 1)=-^-^ ;r • Using Fisher and
2(P2-1-I0g P2 )

Yates tables [3] for—log Ip1and solving the equations by numerical

methods, we have pV0-3462 and p^^O'1030. The theoretical auto
correlation function is thus found to be (0-3462) ' ^' (0-1030)

4-2. Standard Errors :

Standard errors of the estimates are calculated from the .for-'
mulae (3'3-5) and (3-3-6) in the discrete case and from the formulae
(3 3-7) and (3-3-8) in the continuous case,.employing the results in [Ij
(c.f. (5-2-2) to (5-2'4) for Var ^l, 0) and ?"(0, 1), in [1]).
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Taking the effect of integration into account the standard errors
ofR(l,0)and R(0, 1) as calculated from (3-3-5) and (3-3-6) by
treating the parameter as discrete are 0-0752 and 0-0704, whereas they
are 0-0193 and 0*0343 when calculated from formulae (3-3-7) and
(3-3-8) treating the parameters as continuous.

The estimates found in section 4 I and the standard errors of the
estimates calculated are given in the following table along side with
the estimates of Whittle and Patankar obtained by not taking the
effect of integration into account.

5. Conclusion :

The method adopted by Patankar is to estimate and pg from
the modified data obtained by eliminating a trend which he assumed
in the original data. The method adopted in this paper is to esti
mate Pi and Pa from the original data itself, but by taking into
account what is called "the effect ofintegration".

From the table ii is clear that the estimates obtained from the
two approaches are close. Further the standard errors are also
reasonably small and are less in the coatinuous parameter case than
111 the discrete parameter case. The estimates no doubt get improved
by taking into account the effect of integration but the standard
errors increase naturally.

It IS possible that asuperimposed trend also may accompany
an integrated process". But this is not attempted here.

Thus whenever observations relate to integrated values over a
small area, it seems to be meaningful to take the effect of such integ
ration into account in estima'ing, from data which represent integrated
values over small neighbourhoods of points and by treating the Basic
process as a continuous parameter process.

I thank the referee for some of his helpful comments.

Summary

In this paper the effect of taking integrated observations over a
small neighbourhood of a point instead of point observations is
studied from the point of view of empirical analysis of data. It is
found that 'de-integration' of the data in general leads to more effec
tive results.

i
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The results of the problem studied in the general case are
applied to the Mercer and Hall wheat data which was previously
used by Whittle and Patankar for illustration. The standard errors
of the estimates are obtained and a comparison is made.

Table showing the different Estimates of pi and pj and their Standard

Errors

(The theoretical model assumed for the auto-correlation function is

PJ ' Pa'' I )

Estimates

A

Pi

Avadhani 0'3462 0-1030

Patankar 0-309t 0'1557

Whittle 0-5252 0-2923

Standard Errors

Taking the effect Without taking
of integration the effect of
into account integration into

S.E. of consideration
S.E. of

Pi Pi

0-0193 0-0343

0-0752 0-0704

0 0359 0*0616

0-0433 0-0514

0-0288 0-0288

0-0510 0-0510

Remarks

Treating the
parameters as
continuous.

Treating the
parameters as
discrete.

Taking the para
meters as conti
nuous but using
the discrete para
meter approxi
mation for
Var (j-i) and
Var (ra).

Treating the
parameters as
discrete.

Continuous
parameter

Discrete para
meter.
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